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The Connotation , Value and Choice of University Strategic Planning
—— A Review of " Academic Strategy " by George Keller
Zhu Leping
Abstract：The strategic planning theory put forward inAcademic Strategy byGeorge Kellerhas become an
important topic in the theoretical research and practical exploration of higher education. University strategic
planning is a strategic idea that condenses various interests and demands, is a strategic change that adapts to the
change of complex environment,is a strategic change that makes clear the goal of sustainable development;
University strategic planning is committed to achieving the vision of the mission of university development, creating
a university co -governance culture and promoting the competitive advantage of university development.In the
critical period of double superposition betweensocial transformation and the higher education transformation, the
development ofuniversitiesin our country should pay attention to the role and value of university strategic planning,
clarify the rational choice of the university strategic planningand enhance the core competitiveness of university
development.
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